Residency changes for 2010-2011

By Ben Stoltman
Web Editor

A letter was released on November 3, 2009, stating that the housing process will be changed for the 2010-2011 school year “to better meet the needs of students,” according to an October 19 meeting of the Student Senate. In the 2010-2011 school year, Regina Hall and the majority of St. Joseph Hall will be reserved for the incoming students.

“I know that the initial shock of change always brings with it some hard feelings, but I really think that once people get over the fact that it is something they’re not used to and think about it rationally, the changes will be received positively,” said Katbath.

According to the student senate resolution, those who began in 2007 or 2006 will have their assignments in the older student housing. Those who began in 2008 will be assigned to the dorms that they’re assigned to this fall. Those who began in 2009 will be assigned a room at the Gateshouse, or any remaining space on campus.

“The overall culture and conduct of Aquina students [will] change from what has been seen in the past. Instead of housing based on credits, a student’s residency options are based upon their entrance year at Aquinas College,” said Katbath.

“Aquinas College: Campus living gets a makeover

By Beth Badelut
Editor-in-Chief

Reid Milhous talks to senior resident assistants junior Leah Kicinski and senior Katie Brandt about how things have changed in Regina Hall.

“I can’t picture it being even associated with Aquinata in order to accommodate other days. Most important to me is staying connected to Aquinas,” said Sattelburg.

“[Judicial Issues] will be continuing the commuter club. If we need to house students on campus, the club will be invited to certain events on campus as they’re staying connected to Aquinas,” said Sarfberg.

“[We] have an open door policy. Come to one of the informative sessions to learn what it means to be a Saint,” said Libracki.

“The overall culture and conduct of Aquina students [will] change from what has been seen in the past. Instead of housing based on credits, a student’s residency options are based upon their entrance year at Aquinas College.”

According to the plans and the numbers, Aquinata has space in its current space. It has the potential to be a two year facility for us anyway,” said Sattelburg.

“They’re going to understand,” said Libracki. “Half of students we’ve had for the last three years as an off campus housing fair will be held on March 20, 2010. In addition to searching for off campus housing, Residence Life will be adding new residential assignments for upperclassman, Residence Life has worked to find direction on campus housing options.

“The furniture from Aquinata is refurnished and some of the rooms there are planned to be moved into Hruby to accommodate and promote the Dominican Sisters’ charisms.”

In the Residence Life Department is a commitment to Aquinas’ identity, tradition, and mission. Thanks to the Dominican Sisters, a new living environment will be introduced and promoted to the current Aquinata residents.

“Well we know there would be a decline, that is what Aquinata was for,” said Libracki. “We have an open door policy. Come to one of the informative sessions or email us. We’re trying to be as transparent as possible,” said Sarfberg.

“We have not renewed it. There are probably 300,000 people who love Aquinata, but it was only meant to be a two year facility for us anyway,” said Sattelburg.

“The future three years as an off campus housing assignment for Aquinata residents, Aquinata in the Residence Life Department is coming to an end. Located a mile from Wag, the Aquinata room space in its plan for 30 to 50 more students, but it was never meant to be a permanent space in the future”

According to Ana Coordinator Alex Lentz, Aquinata has space in its current space. "It is often not known for half of the people who are in Aquinata in order to accommodate other days. Most important to me is staying connected to Aquinas," said Sattelburg.

"[Students] are really eager, they should come talk to one of us. We have an open door policy. Come to one of the informative sessions or email us. We’re trying to be as transparent as possible," said Sarfberg.
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Red Wings, Griffiths heading in opposite directions

By Doug Bates

Injuries and inexperience have been the Detroit Red Wings in recent times. For the young team, they are learning and growing. The Wings have had a tough season so far, but they haven’t given up hope. Griffiths, on the other hand, is rising to the occasion. His performance has been impressive, and he is proving to be a valuable asset to the team. Griffiths has scored three goals and added five assists in 11 games this season, and he is expected to continue his strong play for the remainder of the season. With the Wings struggling, Griffiths is stepping up and proving that he can be a key player for the team.

Women’s basketball off to hot start

By Monica Bechtolt

The Saint’s women’s basketball team has started the season off on a high note. The team has won their first four games, including a victory over Michigan State last week. The team has been led by senior guard Megan Miller, who has averaged 17.5 points per game. The team has also received solid contributions from sophomore forward Joslyn Narber and junior center April Feldpausch, who have been key contributors in the team’s early success.

BigTen takes down ACC in conference opener

By Dan Melby

The Big Ten defeated the ACC in the ACC Challenge, a series of 11 games played between the two conferences. The Big Ten won five of the 11 games, including a 70-59 victory over Duke in the season opener. The Big Ten’s victory was a testament to the conference’s depth and talent, as well as its defensive prowess. The ACC, on the other hand, struggled in the series, winning only six games. The Big Ten’s victory was a significant accomplishment for the conference, and it set the stage for a competitive season.

Saint in the Spotlight

Student-Athlete of the Week

Lynzee Broussard

Lynzee Broussard is a senior at Grand Rapids Catholic Central High School. She is a member of the Figure Skating team and has been selected as this issue’s “Saint in the Spotlight.” Lynzee has been committing herself to her sport, and she has been selected as this issue’s “Saint in the Spotlight” for her dedication and hard work. Lynzee has a passion for Figure Skating and is committed to improving her skills and achieving success in her sport.
The east side of the state for only getting 1/100 inch of reindeer.

HECKLES TO...

excited. I took it outside for target practice and a giant icicle fell from the roof and broke my glasses. I ran inside crying."

Ben Stoltman said, "My cousin threw my Power Ranger down my grandma's staircase and broke it."

And some not so wonderful Christmas memories:

Monica Rischiotto said, "Last year it snowed and it was the first time in a really long we had a white Christmas."

"Stairs and halls were covered with snow, and we walked around in our socks, trying to not slip," Stoltman said. "It was really cool, and also for myself. For example, I found a $25 digital phone that I had lost and was really happy."

Opinion Editor

By Doug Seites

Staff Writer

Let me predict the rest of this plan by saying that this is gratifying this year and more of this personally affects me in any way, I will not be spending. Aquinas College and therefore the new policy discussed here has nothing to do with where I will live. Residence Life recently changed the on-campus housing process. First-year and sophomore students will be given priority for housing in Apartments A-C and Meijer, Woodcock, Knape and Dominicans Halls. Juniors will be given priority for housing in Apartments D and the Gatehouse. Second-year students will have to apply in the "housing office in the basement of the Gatehouse". Third-year and senior students will be given priority for housing in on-campus housing and their housing office in the basement of the Gatehouse. Fourth-year and senior students will be given priority for housing in on-campus housing and the office in the basement of the Gatehouse, and they will have the most housing. If I go to a university where I have to apply, I will not have the housing options that I have at Aquinas."

Monica Brichta said, "Last year I moved and it was the first time in a really long I had a white Christmas."

"I just opened up my old R&B. I was really excited. I walked outside for target practice and a giant icicle fell from the roof and broke my glasses. I was crying out."
Casa pie tasting a delicious success

by Jarrett Ardell

Tueday, December 9th, 8:00PM, the AQ Jazz Band will hold their annual jazz lounge in the Moose Cafe. This has been one of the most anticipated events all year, due to the tapping of musical energy, and the establishment of the “jazz lounge”. The band, under the direction of Dr. Brewer, has a high reputation for their energy and unique instrument line-up. Running from light woodwinds to heavy electric guitar, the band brings a diverse musical group into the mix. Student Justin Dore, the band’s guitarist, is proud of the Jazz Band because “it's the only place where I can enjoy playing jazz and just plain fun.”

The …

Queen's Pub Sports Bar brings touch of Broadway to Eastabar towns

by Nicole Giroux

Ten years ago, two students got to talking about Starting a performance group that would feature the vocal and instrumental skills of Dr. Brewer. Since then, the group has been one of the most popular events in the area, regularly drawing a crowd of hundreds of people.

Dr. Brewer has been involved with the group's success, as well as the success of the Aquinas Jazz Band. He has helped push the group forward, and was instrumental in getting the group to where it is today.

Students often flock to the Moose Cafe to catch the group's performances, and have enjoyed the success of the Aquinas Jazz Band. The group has performed at several events, and has been well-received by audiences.

For more information on the AQ Jazz Band, visit www.aqsaint.com.
The 2009 year in review
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Exam Cram continues throughout the week
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Senate Update
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Obama scheduled to attend Copenhagen conference
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The 2010 year is already underway. Below is pictured one of the pieces that was found on Cherry Street this year. For more information, please see "How to get involved with Art Prize 2010, visit www.artprize.org".
Opinion

FROM THE CROWD

APPEAL TO...
The students who read during the Creative Nonfiction Workshop. You really are persons of quality.

Clubs and organizations offering food during finals week. They clearly understand how college students deal with stress.

Staff and students who particake in the Giving Tree. There are the people who understand Christmas is not about Kohl’s 4.4.m doorbuster sale.

Saints who bring their friends giant icicles as presents. There is nothing like a nearly lethal weapon to say “Thankyou for being my friend!”

People who protest politicians with produce.

Students who took a few moments out of their busy schedules to appreciate the snow by having epic snowball fights.

HICKLES TO...
The east side of the state for only getting 1/100 inch of snow. That side clearly is not as cool as ours.

People who don’t think Rudolph is one of Santa’s reindeer. Final. You know why we hate you.

Let me predict the rest of this piece by saying, “I am graduating this year and this novel of personally effective information for me, I plan on not beingAppendian College and there will not be the new policy being discussed now. With nothing to do, it will be about me. Residence Life foremost changed the on-campus housing process. Freshmen, sophomores, students we are going to have problems with freshmen in the student development stages, those becoming freshmen and sophomores. But what about the upperclassmen? The student in the halls will have to make a living in the off-campus area. Are they going to be left out in the cold? This move will be to prepare students for the future. This is the time, the students and seniors are being prepared for a future where they will struggle to find a place to live. In the last minute of the song, Dean-o decides to sing with a German accent. I thought Rudolph was from the North Pole? Not much else Euro, also! Listen to “Dontinkle The Door” No can be doing too well in order to get the great Grandpa Home for veterans.

Pay and create jobs you are doing an amazing making competition. The only one to supply real power, you are and I are in the same boat. When finished, tape the master sheet to the door and have a snowflake making competition. The only art supplies you will need is construction paper and markers. It makes a cute and delicious to eat.

Putative in the East Courts have your cake and eat it too at the Moose during this B.F. finals. You can get a free message and more useful tips from Nurse Kim as to how to lessen your stress during exams.

Listen to Christmas music. Christian or not, someone would appreciate some of their other relevant holiday tunes.

Dean Matt’s version of “Rudolph The Red Nosed Reindeer” would make anyone raise their eyebrows, to say the least. I thought Rudolph was from the North Pole, not North Pole.

So can we? Can anyone do it.

Throw yourself a dance party: put on some 90’s music and a neon sweatband if you have one. Jump around and move those feet like you used to remember the definition of transcendentationalism. (No offense, Davonte)

Bake a chocolate orange. After much experimentation, my favorite cookie has one party trick, one part bite sized cookie with marshmallows, two parts Carl Whip topped with a chocolate kiss and powdered sugar.

Remember in only 9 days you will be home for the holidays.

By Doug Ditter Staff Writer

When I was 7 years old, I woke up on Christmas morning and saw from the size of the package that Santa brought me the Barbie Dream House complete with moving elevator.

Barbie Dream House complete with moving elevator.

As a poor college student, I feel as if this is the best time. I feel that customers who are buying good ‘ol U.S.A. goods each year, the housing process has been made, problems will be solved, and allowing sophomores to live in an apartment with minimal supervision could. This situation is undesirable to upperclassmen. But it speaks true to what opens up an amazing making competition. The only one to supply real power, you are and I are in the same boat. When finished, tape the master sheet to the door and have a snowflake making competition. The only art supplies you will need is construction paper and markers. It makes a cute and delicious to eat.

From the Saint

Here are some favorite Christmas memories from the editorial board’s childhood.

Beth Radecki said, “Christmas Eve when I was 5 my cousins and I physically fought over who was going to open the present and ask our parents if we could open presents.”

Rob Abid said, “The year iPods were brand new I joked with my parents we could open presents.”

Brianna Boedeker said, “Every year my dad has discarded a bow from the floor to the floorboard and kept it with a stem banner. So

Monica Rischiotto said, “Last year it snowed and it was the first time in a really long time we had a white Christmas.”
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Tim Horton's signature blend at Nibuzz at three in the morning, Common every thing I can get my hands on. I check And don't even get me started on those variations here and there. And no matter fare, with a few hombrew combinations and your ground whole beans will taste the same at Turkish coffee, whack, chucks, baked ground and instant coffee. But don't even get me started on those variations here and there. And no matter fare, with a few hombrew combinations and your ground whole beans will taste the same at Turkish coffee, whack, chucks, baked

I wrote for the company between 2007 and 2010. It was a great experience and I learned a lot. I'm looking forward to continuing to share my passion for technology and coffee with you.

In my free time, I enjoy reading, writing, and exploring different aspects of technology. I am particularly interested in the latest developments in the field of artificial intelligence and machine learning. I believe that these technologies have the potential to transform the way we live and work, and I am excited to see how they will evolve in the years to come.

I hope you find my articles informative and enjoyable. I also welcome your feedback and suggestions on how I can improve my writing. Please feel free to reach out to me at my email address, which you can find at the end of each article. Thank you for reading, and I look forward to hearing from you.

Best regards,

[Your Name]
Walking in a Great Winters wonderland

Casa pie tasting a delicious success

Queen's Pub Sports Bar brings touch of India to A"Q presents A Room With A View

Queens's Pub Sport Bar Prices

Fit for a queen: the interior of Queen's pub

covered in g s
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A room with a view

Circle 7500 from Pg. 4

The Saint Reporters

Lucy Honeychurch, the young Englishwoman, who gets left behind by her fiancé, through the norms and going beyond what is expected of her. The play is set in 1907, during the time when the oppressive British culture was still the norm. It is not until Miss Honeychurch meets Mr. Emerson and his wife in the woods that she begins to realize that there is more to life than just her social status and what is expected of her.

There are plenty of other outside activities to take in as well. There are evening classes where one can go outside and play in the snow. Winter is also the time of year to hang out with friends and play games like ['', ''], and enjoy the company of others. There is also the option to go skiing or snowboarding.
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Talking to the cast afterward, their 90-minute show didn't seem like it paid off. According to Jarrett Ardell, his character Mr. Emerson, who gets her to break all her rules, and trying to fool everyone, especially her fiancé. It is a story of love and self-discovery, and it is a journey that Lucy Honeychurch must undertake to find her true self and happiness.
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Money makes the world go 'round

A very one sided dis­
cussion of flawed business of sports

By Doug Steiner

As the U.S. economy continues to fal­
ter, the debate over whether you're making
a living or just playing becomes an even
more daunting task in my mind. Perhaps favo­
rite career before or maybe your next job with
the idea of making a “living” as opposed to
just being “in the game” is a better way to
think about things.

It is so easy to see if you are mak­ing
a living or not. If you have a degree in
business and you are working for a company
that go to “work” every day and work
for a living. To me, there is not much of a dis­
dussion in this profession as to what the
is. Those who work in this profes­sion are making a living. Two are
arguably the most important) profes­sion in America is that of teacher.

I'm sure I am not the only one who
thinks that is absolutely
dramatically in order to compare to
other athletes. I am sure that
Nelson kicks the ball out of the end zone, and
Senior Darrell Tor­rington
has quietly pushed his way to Heis­
terman. Strouse says there has been a
middle-distance and distance runners
as a “lesser opponent” will greatly in­
fluence voters.

Wilt Chamberlain,
the Pis­toffs on slow to start, try
to turn things around

By Rich Stehlin

Pistons fans have been plagued with injury:
Richard Hamilton and Tayshaun Prince are out.

I'm sure it's...to do with making a living rather than
just being in the game.

As the U.S. economy continues to fal­
cade, this season has turned out ex­
erance, says Senior sprinter Matt
Every player on the team is
studying abroad during the spring se­
gent experience as an
he can make it to practice this time around.

The stats show the Pistons win
most of their games when they pass the ball,
Ben Gordon, Rodney Stuckey and
Rip Hamilton, Tayshaun Prince, Ben Gordon, Rodney Stuckey and
John brings a wealth of NBA
the door.

So who will it be? Can Ingram's
argument for Ingram is simple -  he is
the best in the nation. Whatever voters
think is going to be important.
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Johan Franzen has played just three games this season. Detroit has hoped for more production from the 125 million dollars to the University of Michigan to help fund the building of the Grand Rapids Art Museum’s tree lighting ceremony.

"Money" from p.6

A teacher is in charge of roughly 10 to 15 students and they have to balance their families to tend to. In other words, they keep working. They do not intend for this column to have a is for hopefully only a month. New regulations for point being worked out, but against Hope College came on the board. The game with a high of 22 points, but it was not enough to avoid a 54-40 defeat.

Women's basketball off to hot start

By Monica Rischiotto
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Christmas at the Cook Carriage House

By Rob Abid

Christmas at the Cook Carriage House

W hile visions of presents danced in Wes Raynal.
For everyone was stressing over their
9. Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer
9. Rudolf the Red-Nosed Reindeer
5. Muppet Christmas Carol
5. Bad Santa
4. How the Grinch Stole Christmas
4. A Christmas Story
3. Year Without a Santa Clause
3. How the Grinch Stole Christmas
2. It's a Wonderful Life
2. Polar Exspress

a fool.
When out of the sky landed a big red
Waiting for AQ students to head home
The Moose Cafe was blasting some

Packing up their offices, ready for the
Professors prepared for the winter break,
Snow was falling lightly from the sky,
finals,
7. Miracle on 34th Street
7. Elf
10. Elf
10. Edward Scissorhands
1. White Christmas
1. National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation
4. Rudolf the Red-Nosed Reindeer
4. Christmas On Sesame Street
2. Batman Returns
2. Muppet Family Christmas

A vital part of the holiday season is sitting down and enjoying movies with families and friends. Here

Holiday hits list

Beth
1. Elf
2. White Christmas
3. It's a Wonderful Life
4. National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation
5. A Charlie Brown Christmas
6. A Christmas Story

Wen
1. A Christmas Story
2. Elf
3. It's a Wonderful Life
4. National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation
5. A Charlie Brown Christmas
6. A Christmas Story

Owen
1. It's a Wonderful Life
2. Home Alone
3. It's a Wonderful Life
4. National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation
5. A Charlie Brown Christmas
6. A Charlie Brown Christmas

Brianna
1. White Christmas
2. Never Been Kissed
3. How the Grinch Stole Christmas
4. Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer
5. Home Alone
6. Miracle on 34th Street
7. The Santa Clause
8. Elf
10. Charlie Brown Christmas

Rosa
1. A Wonderful Life
2. National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation
3. Elf
4. National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation
5. Miracle on 34th Street
6. Elf
7. A Charlie Brown Christmas
8. White Christmas
9. A Corporation Christmas
10. Santa vs. the Snowman

Monica
1. White Christmas
2. Home Alone
3. It's a Wonderful Life
4. National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation
5. Elf
6. Miracle on 34th Street
7. How the Grinch Stole Christmas
8. A Charlie Brown Christmas
9. Elvis Christmas
10. Family Man

Ben
1. It's a Wonderful Life
2. Muppet Family Christmas
3. Elf
4. National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation
5. Elf
6. Elf
7. A Charlie Brown Christmas
8. White Christmas
9. A Corporation Christmas
10. Santa vs. the Snowman

Matt
1. National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation
2. Polar Express
3. How the Grinch Stole Christmas
4. A Christmas Story
5. National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation
6. Elf
7. Elf
8. Elf
9. Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer
10. Edward Scissorhands

Bored? Fun things to do over break

By Beth Radecki

www.aqsaint.com

or on Facebook

The world needs you.
God calls you. We invite you.

Check out our retreats for young single Catholic Women.
Call Sr. Mary Ann Spangers, OSF at 920-682-7728.
Visit us at www.fsc-calledtobe.org
The new system still gives priority depending on class level and does not allow for a student to sign up for a class without having the correct prerequisites. "Establishing students and advisors to prerequisites, which people may see as a downfall, but I see as cleaning things up," said Lodewyk. Mesler partially attributes the low numbers in the fall to the fact that many seniors applied which could not be resolved, so they had to go to Registrar to work it out," said Lodewyk. Mesler said that students are also able to "get a quicker answer" when signing up for classes. If the student is not able to sign up for a certain class, but is notified right away and is able to make a decision to sign up for another class at that time.

The duo strikes again
T he Collageum 39, Peter's Basilica, the Tiber Fountain, Aquinas students...Rome: The city of culture, romance, food, and the pope awaits you.

In 2007, Dr. John Pinheiro, Director of Catholic Studies program, the focus narrowed to establishing a program in Rome that would be beneficial to Catholic Studies minors as well as the general Aquinas student population. "International Studies Director Joelle Baldwin...Although traveling in Rome, students will have opportunities to earn credit in these amongst others:

• Theology-a journey will be taken into the computer it will let you know if you have met the requirements for such classes will not be posted. I actually had to go to Registrar to work it out," said Lodewyk. Mesler, seniors, juniors, and the senior class. The advisees of six faculty members, including Kristal Hens-Curto, Jeff McKeeley, Deb Spring, Rose Solin, Betty Smith Banks and Joelle Gunnoe, randomly chosen to try out the new program. However, those who have tried the program "had a lot of fun," said Mesler. However, according to Lodewyk, those who already have their undergraduate schedule planned out will benefit most from the program. "I said that upper-classmen will benefit more from this process because they should already have their classes somewhat planned out and therefore apply for their classes quickly and not have to walk all over campus. I told that underclassmen should definitely still meet with advisors before going about picking classes because I feel one-on-one guidance with an advisor is very beneficial and an important aspect of Aquinas College which should not be solely send Catholic Studies students to Rome, they all agreed that a program should be open to everyone.

Pinheiro foresees the Rome program occurring straight through the Aquinas international program. Until then, the advisors will be able to help through the St. Thomas More Life and Culture.

In fall 2010, there will be something new to see in Italy with 10 of Aquinas' newest exhibit. Ron and Miriam Peterson explain their understanding of the Europe which included Rome. During this trip, Pinheiro had an epiphany.

"I thought," said Pinheiro, "I can't believe we don't have a Rome program. I'm going to go home and make that program."

And he did. Pinheiro had contacts through the St. Thomas More College of Liberal Arts that hosted students from various Catholic schools throughout Europe if having Aquinas students would be possible, and it was. That last year, he talked with Provost Chad Gannon and Joelle Baldwin. Director of International Programs, about sending students to Rome through the St. Thomas More program. Though the original intent was...